
Have you ever caught yourself Googling the dimensions  

of A4 paper, or querying the difference between satin, uncoated 

and matte? THIS is your guide. File this handy reference away  

for next time you’re planning a print project.
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FINISHES & WEIGHTS  
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What keeps your price down? Choosing a standard size.  

Yep, A4, A3 and DL are your friends!

WHAT ARE 
STANDARD  
PAPER SIZES?

A2

A3
A4

A6 DL

A1

A1 841 x 594mm

A2 594 x 420mm

A3 420 x 297mm

A4 297 x 210mm

A6 210 x 148mm

DL 210 x 99mm

Standard paper sizes



What is a die cut?

Folding paper
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Anything custom, and anything with a special cut that doesn’t meet the 

standard paper dimensions is called a ‘die cut’. This is because a special 

‘die’ (or cookie cutter, if you will) is made especially for cutting your paper.

As this process involves a bit more paper wastage, and a bespoke piece 

of equipment for the cutting (your cookie cutter) you’ll find yourself with 

a higher printing bill. The upside is that a simple change of paper shape, 

or a cut-out on a standard shape, can lend a dramatic result for your 

marketing activations!

Resist the urge to create origami with these simple and friendly folding 

options:

Half Fold Tri Fold

Roll Fold

Z Fold

8 Page Parallel
Over & Outer Fold

Accordian Fold

Endorsement Fold



Why should I care about paper binding?
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If you’ve ever had a recipe book start to fall apart at the seams from too 

much love, water and wear, you’ll want to listen up.

Perfect Bound – Great for larger recipe books and annual 

reports, the pages are glued to the spine of your book.

Saddle Stitch – This versatile option is ideal for small to 

medium booklets/brochures, with the pages literally 

stitched or stapled together down the centre. Most 

contemporary references to saddle stitch are of the good 

old staple. It’s super cost effective too!

Paper Types 

Get caught feeling up your brochure! 

Coated paper – A finish is applied to the paper (finish types vary as well, 

we talk about that next!), making everything appear crisp, bright and 

shiny. Coated paper is great when you need the printed product to hold 

up in the face of water and excessive handling, or for a premium, ultra-

glossy appearance. Your finish options include gloss, matte or silk.

Uncoated paper – Our favourite, this is paper without any form of coating, 

which gives off a more textured look and feel. It’s raw, real, less formal 

and great when you’re selling a product that is natural, eco, connected 

to the land somehow or just plain friendly. Images have a different vibe 

to their coated cousins. 

Paper Finishes 

Gloss – This high shine finish is a coated paper of maximum shine 

and durability (and fingerprints – you have been warned). Some call 

it premium, others call it tacky. It really depends on the product and 

application.

Satin/silk – The lovechild of gloss and matte finishes, satin has a subdued 

sheen but a lovely smooth feel, often used to achieve a premium, tactile 

look in a cost-effective way.

Matte finish – A soft finish paper, with very little glare. Smoother than 

uncoated paper, it does mimic uncoated a little, producing excellent 

imagery without the same expense as a premium uncoated.



Paper Weight
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Heard us mumble the word gsm? It means grams per square meter. 

Think of it as a thread count for paper, but instead of getting softer with 

a higher number, the paper becomes thicker and firmer.

What gsm do I choose?
It depends on how long you want your document to last, how often it will 

be used, and if any pages require folding. Here’s a rough guide to give 

you an idea:

80gsm – Standard office print paper 

150-200 gsm – Trade presenters, brochures and posters 

200–300gsm – Postcards, recipe cards, brochure covers and folders.

Now that you’re versed in paper language, we’d love to help you plan 

your next print project!

Red Candy is a small and nimble food marketing agency 

with years of experience in foodservice & food retail. From 

strategy and concept through to content, printing & launch, 

we work nationally and are ready to hit the ground running.

Shoot us an email to get started –  

info@redcandy.com.au 

THAT’S A WRAP!

Paper Coatings

Once paper is chosen and design is printed, further options are things 

like – varnish, laminate, aqueous, celloglaze and UV. These finishes can 

be done in one spot, on one side, or completely on both sides and can 

be done in matte or gloss, or foil - so many choices to emphasize your 

message and design.


